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• A bold topic. There is a large graveyard full of “neural” theories of 
major psychiatric disorders. 

• I want to focus on what I might term the typology of possible 
“mechanistic accounts” that Bechtel outlined.  

• He suggests three possibilities: 

• 1. “A collection of components whose operation produces the 
symptoms of a disease as a disease mechanism.” 

• 2. “A broken mechanism that when operating normally performs a 
function in the healthy organism.”



• 3. “altered functioning of a network of control mechanisms.”

• For the last form of network dysfunction, he uses the example of 
cancer cells. From their own perspective, it is possible to be a “good 
cancer cell” purring away. From the organism’s perspective of course, 
it is working with an entirely perverted mechanism.

• He then develops this ideas as applied to major depression (MD) and 
analyzes in some detail the case of serotonin and circadian rhythms. 

• He favors the third model and writes, in his conclusion: “The focus 
should not be on specific mechanisms but on network of control 
mechanisms that is altered and then has widespread consequences 
including psychopathologies. “

• I was intrigued by this typology and decided to take it for a test drive 
– to try applying it to three “neural” theories of psychiatric disorders 
– two for schizophrenia and one for panic disorder. 
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• Phenomenon of “made actions” in schizophrenia – a “Schneiderian” 
symptom

• Normal function to be able to complete complex movements flawlessly:
• Decision to move arm → send signal to spinal cord and hence to muscles and 

efferent copy to “feed-forward center” in prefrontal cortex. 

• Test of “mineness” → inquire from feed-forward center “Is it one of ours?” 

• In schizophrenia, signal to spinal cord transmits well but efferent copy to 
“feed-forward center” degrades. 

• So, the movement fails the test of “mineness” and is attributed to outside 
agency. 

• Decision to move arm → signal to spinal cord and arm moves but efferent 
copy to “feed-forward center” does not arrive → inquire from feed-forward 
center “Is it one of ours?” → Answer “No” so perceived as a “Made action.” 





• The Suffocation false-alarm theory of panic disorder. Interestingly, in 
his 1993 paper, Klein writes that his model infers a failure “of a 
particular evolved adaptive system.”

• Facts
• Presence in the brain and periphery of sensitive measures of arterial CO2 

• Rising CO2 suggests that suffocation may be imminent, e.g. in a cave-in or 
forced underwater for a prolonged period. This is an extremely aversive 
stimulus. Getting to oxygen is vital for survival. Evolution would favor a system 
where all physical and hormonal resources are put to getting to air.  

• Indirect evidence that such a CO2 detection system might be over-sensitive in 
a subgroup of individuals with panic disorder. 



• So, hypothesized mechanism is very simple

• Modest “blip” upward in arterial CO2  → suffocation alarm systems 
fires (inappropriately) → panic attack.





• Facts : 
• Presence of C4A risk variants on Chromosome 6 → increased risk for 

schizophrenia

• Presence of C4A risk variants on Chromosome 6 → increased C4A expression 
in brain in mice

• Presence of C4A risk variants on Chromosome 6 → increased C4A expression 
in post-mortem brain samples in schizophrenics versus controls

• Increased C4A expression in brain in mice → increased synaptic pruning.

• Evidence that individuals with schizophrenia, compared to controls, have 
experienced excess synaptic pruning. 

• So, presence of C4A risk variants on Chromosome 6 → increased C4A 
expression in brain → increased synaptic pruning  → schizophrenia.



• How would our three “toy” etiologic models fit into Bechtel’s 
typology? 



Made Actions

• “Made actions” – This has some features of his model 2 
• A broken mechanism that when operating normally performs a function in 

the healthy organism, where the broken mechanism is the feed-forward 
system.

• But, as we understand how “mineness” for other aspects of mental 
functioning, especially thoughts and “our “inner voice”, we would 
hope to learn more about the broader control mechanisms of which 
the made action would be one example. So perhaps, his third model 
(“altered functioning of a network of control mechanisms”) would 
provide a better and more comprehensive explanation for this class of 
clinical phenomenon in schizophrenia giving us a more generalized 
model. 



Panic Attacks

• Panic attacks seem to fit best his model 2: 

• A broken mechanism that when operating normally performs a 
function in the healthy organism.

• But perhaps as we know more of a broader account of how the 
organism responds to changing CO2 levels, we could apply his model 
3. But maybe not. 



Complement 4a and Schizophrenia

• Harder. Likely that C4a is part of a finely tuned system that, which 
working properly, produces an optimal level of synaptic pruning that 
produces a maximally efficient CNS. There are surely a range of 
control mechanisms that influence this and the genetic variants that 
up-regulates C4a is one of many. 

• At our current understanding, this simple story looks more like model 
2. Levels of C4a normally produce and optimal synaptic pruning but 
with these variants, the system goes into overdrive producing disease. 

• But, we could predict that there are likely other ways that excess 
pruning could occur which would also predispose to schizophrenia. 



Complement 4a and Schizophrenia

• So where we would like to get to scientifically, is to understand the 
entire system that governs levels of pruning. Then our goal would be 
to apply Bechtel’s model 3 – to understand the network of control 
mechanisms – thereby clarifying the multiple lines of disturbances 
that could predispose to schizophrenia. 


